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SUMMARY OF MARCH 28, 1990
OREGON CRAB INDUSTRY WORKSHOP

The Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife held a series of

information meetings along the coast from Brookings to Astoria in

February 1990. About 24 volunteers from those meetings met in

Newport March 28, 1990, to discuss issues facing the industry.

Darrell Demory of ODFW first reviewed the history of the

I Dungeness crab fishery. He was followed by Dalton Hobbs of the

Dept. of Agriculture and Bob McKellar of the Dungeness Crab

Commission who discussed marketing opportunities. Rick Starr

then described issues facing the industry, possible courses of

action the industry could take, and ramifications of each

potential course of action.

The issues discussed were economic and social rather than

biological. However, crab biology has a bearing on the issues.

Since only male crabs that are 6 1/4 inches in width or larger

are taken by the fishery, the reproductive capacity of the

resource is assured. But, the molting/softshell period of crab

varies by time and area and affects the conduct of the fishery

and the marketing of the crab.

Darrell Demory showed that Oregon's crab fishery grew from fewer

than 100 boats prior to 1960 to nearly 400 annually since 1974.

The catch too, has increased and since 1947 has ranged from about

3 18 million pounds each year. The peak of the harvest used to
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be from March to May, but in recent years 40-90% of the harvest

is in December and January. The intense competition for space
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pot, quality and market problems and increased interaction among

fishermen.

Marketing specialists Dalton Hobbs and Bob McKellar outlined

present and future marketing opportunities for crab both locally

and in international markets. They suggested several ways to

increase the market value of crab. A higher market value

generally means higher pr.of its for all especially those who take

extra care with the product. However, higher value markets

require a quality product that is available more than two months

each year.

To obtain an. overall higher market value for crab certain

industry practices need to be examined. The issues are complex

and there are no easy solutions. Four basic issues were

identified and flow charts were developed to show what actions

could be taken to achieve the desired result. Specific comments

by fishermen/processors are shown in italics.

The first issue concerned softshell crab at the start of the

season. This problem is more common north of Cascade He4d, but

has a widespread affect on the price of crab. Quality could be

improved by having a later opening date or a flexible date

determined by test fishing for all or part of Oregon. Potential
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options to improve crab quality and how those options would

affect the fishery are shown in Figure 1.

This leads to the second issue: regional or state management

(Figure 2) . There were four options discussed, each with

strengths and weaknesses. Almost all in attendance said they do

not want to see federal management.

The third issue discussed was how to maximize individual profits.

Four options were presented (Figure 3) and most focused on

reducing effort shifts or reducing the nmter of boats/pots in

the fishery.

Issue 4 is similar to 3 except that it applies to the industry as

a whole (Figure 4). The alternative presented to status quo was

to spread out the catch over a longer time period to stabilize

the volume and increase the value of the catch.

Most people felt that a coastwide discussion of fishery

management was needed. To this end the three states have agreed

to apply for federal funds through the Pacific States Marine

Fisheries Commission. The money would be used to sponsor

coastwide workshops to talk about the future of dungeness crab

fishery management. The purpose of the meetings would be to

determine if changes are needed, and if so, what changes the

industry would llike to see.
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Finally, a specific issue was discussed: what should oregon do

if Washington delays the opening of their crab season next year?

1. Oregon opens December 1 as usual.

2. Oregon would match Washington and delay the December 1

opener if Washington delayed.

3. Delay season only north of Cascade Head.

4. Delay opening where crab are soft; enact effort

restricitons where crab are hard to prevent massive

effort shifts.

5. Open December 15.

6. Work towards changing 91-92 season, but do not change

the 90-91 season.

Realizing that the group did not speak for all fishermen or

processors, nearly all favored #2. Because the majority of

people felt it important to match Washington's season opener, the

Shellfish staff will request the Oregon Fish and Wildlife

Commission to hold a public hearing to decide what to do in the

event that Washington delays their season.
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ISSUE #1 - SOFT CRAB AT BEGINNING OF SEASON

NO NEW REGULATIONS-
LET INDUSTRY CONTROL
CRAB QUALITY

OPTION 1-
STATUS QUO

-SOME YEARS WITH SOFT CRAB
LOWER QUALITY/PRICE
PRICE FLUCTUATIONS
WASTAGE FROM HANDLING

MORTALITY
-CHRISTMAS MARKET
-SEASON OPEN WHEN OTHER

FISHERIES SLOW

-Consumers perception of
poor quality

-High volume all at once
-Lower frozen quality
-Need techniques for ho/ding

live crab
-Price more affected by volume

FIXED OPENING
DATE

OPTION 2-
LATER STATEWIDE
OPENING DATE

-LESS SOFT CRAB
HIGHER QUALITY/PRICE
LESS HANDLING MORTALITY

-LOSS OF BIG BOATS TO OTHER
FISHERIES

-LOSS OF CHRISTMAS MARKET
-INCREASE SAFETY FACTOR

-Changes cash flow

NEW REGULATIONS

FLEXIBLE
OPENING
DATE

STATE

OPTION 3-
OPEN ENTIflE
STATE WHEN
CRAB COND.
IS ACCEPTABLE

-EFFORT SHIFTS
-HIGHER MGT. COSTS
-ENFORCEMENT ISSUES

-Requires test fishing
-slows volume & spreads

out catch
-Changes business practices
-Causes uncertainties

PJART OF
STATE

OPTION
AREA M

-EFFORT SI
-HIGH MGT.

ISSUES

-Requires tst fishing
-Area regiatation may

be necesàarv
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ISSUE #2 - REGIONAL VS. STATE MANAGEMENT

OPTION A -
STATE BY STATE
MANAGEMENT

-EFFORT SHIFTS
-PRICE AND MARKET
PROBLEMS

-BORDER CONFLICTS
-ENFORCEMENT AND
JURISDICTION ISSUES

OPTION B -
TR I-S TATE
CONSISTENCY
(1 SET REGS.)

-FEWER EFFORT SHIFTS
-COORDINATED MaT.
-RISK TO PRICE AND MARKET
UNLESS SEASON OPENER IS
LATER OR FLEXIBLE

OPTION C -
ZONE
MANAGEMENT

-EFFORT SHIFTS
-IMPROVED PRICE
-IMPROVED MARKET
-ENFORCEMENT ISSUES
-BORDER CONFLICT

OPTION D
FEDERAL
MANAGEM NT

-HIGHER MGT.
-MORE RIGID
-INCREASED UI'
-CUMBERSOME
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ISSUE #3 - MAXIMIZE INDIVIDUAL PROFITS

OPTION 1-
STATUS Quo

-INCREASED COMPETITION
-LESS CATCHIPOT
-FAVORS LARGE BOATS
-MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY

OPTION 2-
AREA REGISTRATION

-LIMITS EFFORT SHIFTS
-ENFORCEMENT ISSUES
-LESS FLEXIBILITY

-Need limited entry

OPTION 3-
LIMITED ENTRY

-MORE FLEXIBILITY
-HIGHER CPUE
-LESS EFFORT SHIFTS
-FAVORS BOATS PRESENTLY
IN FISHERY

OPTION 4-
POT LMITS

-FAVORS SMALL BOATS
-MAXIMUM CATc4-IIPOT
-LOWER COST/FISHER
-LESS COMPETITIc$'4 FOR SPACE
-ENFORCEMENT ISUES
-REDUCE GEAR C4NFLICTS
-MAYBE SAFER
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ISSUE #4 - MAXIMIZE ECONOMIC YIELD TO INDUSTR

OPTION 1-
STATUS QUO

-INITLL HIGH VOLUME - LOW PRICE
-SEASON OPEN WHEN OTHER FISHERIES SLOW
-FAVORS LARGE BOATS
-LOWER TOTAL VALUE

OPTION 2-
SPREAD OUT CATCH

-NO OPENING DAY DERBY
-STABLE VOLUME
-FAVORS SMALL BOATS
-INCREASE IN TOTAL VALUE
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